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(sorta) secret sisterhood 

clubhouse rules 

 
 

kindness rules. 
My primary goal is to give us a safe online space where we can meet and talk (or just lurk and learn) about 
what's going on in our lives and with our bodies, minds, and spirits as we move into our 40s and beyond. Please 
be mindful about your interactions with other members: this age can feel a bit like a rerun of our adolescence—
emotions are all over the place, and it's very hard to judge tone, particularly when we're interacting online rather 
than in person or by phone. 

bio-individuality is everything. 
We are all bio-individual, and what works for one may not work for another: there is no one right answer when it 
comes to our health. 

communications best practices. 
A great communications tool I've learned is to “tag” my words with how I'd like them to be received. You don’t 
have to use these … and you might find them useful! 

• [info] = I'm just letting you know, or I'm just venting: please don’t swamp me with advice. 

• [input] = I'm asking for your input ... and ultimately, I'm the one making the decision. 

• [decision] = I’m asking for the group to make this decision. 

If you’re feeling “triggered” by an activity or a comment or another member, please don’t fire off a comment 
immediately. Sit with your emotion (anger? frustration? sadness?) and get curious about it. Try to see the situation 
from another person’s perspective: could they be having a bad day? is it possible that you misunderstood? Try 
composing a response and not sending it for 24 hours. 

advice. 
As a certified health coach, I do not diagnose, prescribe, or treat: it is beyond my scope of practice. I do help 
women discover what their bodies, minds, and spirits are yearning for and to experiment with directions in which 
they are guided. “Should” is rather a dirty word in my world. Please avoid “shoulding” your sisters—and feel free 
to share your own experiences: “What worked for me is….” “What I love to do is….” 

Some of you may be licensed/certified health care practitioners in your own right: I welcome your professional 
input, and I ask that you remember that when it comes to health care, there is a place for every modality at the 
table. (See bio-individuality section, above.) 
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products, programs … and promotions 
In alignment with my own principles, I do not represent any companies whose products/programs I mention other 
than my own, and I do not make a commission from anyone. In turn, I ask that you refrain from promoting anything 
in the group. 

• “I have had wonderful results with essential oils” is fine. “…and let me know if you want to know about 
ABC brand, which is the only brand to buy (read: I just happen to be a rep for them)” is absolutely not. 

• “If you’re interested in essential oils, here are some questions you should research about any brand 
you’re considering” is fine. “XYZ brand is the only one that uses ingredients from all organic, fair trade 
sources” is absolutely not. 

Promotion of any products/programs, whether your own or another company’s, will not be tolerated. Any 
member doing promotions on the site will be removed with no refund. 

contact. 
If you feel like you resonate with a particular woman in the group and would like to be in touch with her outside 
the site, please understand that the feeling must be mutual: if you cannot find each other any other way, I will 
share your emails with the two of you if I hear via email from both parties requesting the connection—at that point, I 
am disintermediated (yes, that’s a real word in DC) from any contact between you outside the group. 

feedback. 
I have lots to share with you. And I want you to inform how this space functions! We'll have a variety of activities, 
and you can always suggest more/different ones in the "feedback" section. 

In the “resources” lesson there is a suggestion section: drop a note in the comment thread there if there's a 
suggestion you’d like to make. If you’re ever feeling shy about speaking up, feel free to email me instead: 
liza@simply-healthcoaching.com.  


